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Integrity of Science \rightarrow \text{Public Trust}
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The merit review process is

- To discover scientific truth by building on past knowledge, by sharing results with others
  - Conference and journals document this progress

- To move the field forward, often in big ways through big ideas
  - Program committees, journal editorial boards, and funding agencies identify these ideas and the people qualified to pursue them.
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We live in a world of **limited resources**

- space and time in a conference
- space in a journal
- money for funding
- time of the research community

And increasing demand for these resources

- Research community grows in number ⇒ lower success rate, increase in # of conferences, journals, ...
- Research community overburdened to do reviews ⇒ slower turnaround, harder to find reviewers.
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Say “No” to dead-line driven research!
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• Attack the resource limits (but this does not Break the Cycle)
  – Increase space, e.g., have more sessions, hold parallel tracks, have poster/abstract/short papers sessions, get more money, use cyberspace, ...

• Use our own technology in creative ways
  – Recommendation and reputation systems work for consumer products and services. Can it for scholarly work too?
  – Web service a la wikipedia (not quite the right analogy)
    • People post papers
    • People post reviews
    • People rate reviews
    • People rate people who review
    • People rate people who rate ...
    • People help categorize
  – On-line journals
  – <your idea goes here>

• Provide incentives for experts to participate, and in a
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• Peer review is necessary
• The problem is not conferences vs journals
• The problem is not (just) limited resources
• The problem is our culture of “deadline-driven” research

We need to Break the Cycle!
Thank You!